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1 Introduction

Social tagging is the activity of annotating and classifying digital resources with keywords (tags as metadata). Nowadays social tagging is used by most web-based information systems for the collaborative indexing of massive amount of information (Yeung, Gibbins, & Shadbolt, 2009). However, little is known about how Web 2.0 technologies, particularly social tagging, may directly interact with individuals at the knowledge and cognitive level (Held & Cress, 2009). Some recent work (Fu, 2008; Kimmerle, Cress, & Held, 2010) showed how social tagging supports cognitive and social learning processes. Based on these results, we were interested in the use of tagging in education as a support for enhancing learning experience and fostering group dynamics in collaborative activities. This paper describes the design of the Tag-based Collaborative System (TaCS) we developed. This system aims to enhance individual, social and collaborative learning processes for learners involved in a common course, particularly during information seeking activities.

We first describe in section 2 our approach of tagging as a process that occurs in a socio-technical context. We then discuss the Kimmerle et al.'s theoretical framework (2010), which defines learning and knowledge building as a co-evolution of cognitive and social systems during tagging activities by users. Based on this framework, we describe in section 3 the TaCS platform and explain which learning processes are expected to be associated with its use. As an example of integration of TaCS in a course, we report in section 4 on an educational scenario carried out by 17 students during 5 weeks. We present the main observed uses and opinions expressed by students. This exploratory study illustrates the possibilities of TaCS and its value as an educational platform.
2 Tagging for Learning

In this section, we first define folksonomy and social tagging, and position our works among current research topics related to these terms. We then study existing systems based on tags to show that they are rarely developed to enhance learning. We finally describe the learning processes that occur during tagging activities, and upon which is based the design of TaCS described in section 3. We finally show how the tagging process in a social context can be used to enhance learning.

2.1 Folksonomies and social tagging

Tags are user-generated keywords used to describe, organise and improve access to online information resources. The resulting assemblage of tags forms a folksonomy: a conflation of the words folk and taxonomy (Dahl & Vossen, 2008) used to refer to an informal assemblage of related terminology. Tagging is a means to support personalised use of networked resources: users can associate their own keywords with on-line resources for personal indexing and retrieval of information. Social Tagging refers to the practice of publicly labelling or categorising resources in a shared, on-line environment (Trant, 2009).

Published studies about social tagging and folksonomy focused on three broad approaches: folksonomy itself, the nature of social tagging systems, and tagging (Trant, 2009). Firstly, we can think of folksonomy as the resulting collective vocabulary (with a focus on knowledge organisation). This approach is interested in the role of tags in indexing and information retrieval with respect to the following issues: vocabulary analyses, control and evolution of folksonomy (Guy & Tonkin, 2006), finding structures in folksonomy (Kipp & Campbell, 2006) and comparing them with ontology (Mika, 2007). This approach is out of the scope of our study.

Secondly, we can think of tagging as a process and be interested in the behavior of users. This type of research focuses on what users do when they tag. Existing studies in this field are quite preliminary, and mostly reported basic descriptive statistics. Since tagging systems are relatively new, understanding what users are doing with them helps developing an appreciation of their contribution to the digital information landscape (Trant, 2009). In an individual perspective, the need to organise information for later personal retrieval has been found as one of the most important motivation for tagging (Gao, 2011). In a social perspective, some recent work (Fu, 2008; Kimmerle et al., 2010) suggested that social tagging supports cognitive and social learning processes. Our research, described in details in section 2.3, is based upon these results.

Thirdly, we can think of social tagging as a socio-technical context within which tagging takes place. Studies in this field describe systems that use tags and the inter-relationships of their parts. They mainly focus on two aspects: information discovery and searching using tags.

For the design of TaCS, we were mainly interested in two aspects of social tagging systems:

- Visualisation: the most prevalent visualisation of tags used is the tag cloud, a visualisation of the tags represented in a system with tags weighted based on frequency of occurrence. Bateman, Gutwin and Nacenta (2008) show that weights associated to size and font have the strongest effect on users.
Ranking: the availability of tag data linked to a particular user enables ranking of users, based on the characteristics of their tagging (Trant, 2009). Michlmayr and Cayzer (2007) studied these characteristics in order to make the users’ expertise explicit through the visualisation of users’ tags space. Yew, Gibson and Teasley (2006) show that shared tagging of content can also be helpful for group formation, and for knowledge sharing.

As our works focuses on the use of tagging to enhance learning processes, we describe in more details tag-based systems used in the educational area in the next section.

2.2 Tag-based educational systems

Social tagging systems are usually used to facilitate the collaborative indexation of massive quantity of information and improve their accessibility (Millen, Feinberg, & Kerr, 2006). Connotea1 and CiteULike2 are examples of online reference management and social bookmarking services for assisting scientists, researchers and academics in storing, organising, sharing, and discovering links to academic scientific and research papers. Tag clouds are also used as an indexation and search tool by communities of teachers, as in the Cloudworks Web site (Conole & Culver, 2010), created for teachers to discuss their practices and ideas about educational design. The bookmarks sharing tool SemanticScuttle (Huynh-Kim-Bang, Dané, & Grandbastien, 2008) also helps communities of teachers structuring their tags by creating explicit inclusion and synonymy relationships between tags.

The ASK - LOST 2.0 system (Kalamatianos, Zervas, & Sampson, 2009) uses tags to index all types of digital educational resources (images, videos, texts, URL). Dahl and Vossen (2008) introduced the term “learning folksonomy” and applied social tagging to real-world applications: the metadata repository share.loc and the content repository Learnr.

Some authors have used tags for other educational applications. The social annotation and tagging systems OATS (Bateman, Brooks, Mccalla, & Brusilovsky, 2007) and SparTag.us (Nelson et al., 2009) allow highlighting and tagging only part of a text. For every annotated text, users can see their tags as well as the most frequent tags given by other users. It is also possible to see the cloud of the most used tags. However, these tools do not allow collaborative work, since every student annotates the text individually.

The online collaborative system TACO (Chen, Chen, & Sun, 2010), based on tags, was developed to support language learning. This system was designed to improve the understanding of written English and, more precisely, to favour development of critical thinking capacities. A forum is linked to each tag to allow learners to criticise them and to exchange ideas (all tags are visible for all learners). This system especially aimed at helping teachers evaluating more precisely their students through the use of an automatic scoring mechanism applied on their tags.

In conclusion, usually only the community effect of tags (the use by a large number of users) has been used used for the indexation and the search for information. Only the TACO environment was really designed for collaborative learning, with negotiation and criticism of tags. However TACO is very specific to language learning. We present in the

---

1 http://www.connotea.org/
2 http://www.citeulike.org/
next section a more generic framework for the learning processes occurring when users tag in a social context.

2.3 Learning processes involved in tagging

Within the framework of Cognitive Distributed Systems (DCS), Fu (2008) studied the interactions between the internal and external representations of concepts, tags and documents when a user is engaged in iterative explore-and-comprehend cycles. Their results suggest that (1) the interactions between internal concepts and external tags gradually lead to the sharing and assimilation of conceptual structures and (2) social tagging systems are then a means for social exchange of knowledge structures. Based on this work, Kimmerle et al. (2010) presented a model that defines learning and knowledge building as a co-evolution of cognitive and social systems while users tag. Their theoretical framework distinguishes four processes:

• **Externalisation**: learners externalise their knowledge about a resource by assigning tags to it. To create tags, users have to articulate their own cognitive concepts and to translate them into keywords. This cognitive effort stimulates information processing in such a way that individual learning may occur (Budiu, Pirolli, & Hong, 2009).

• **Internalisation**: by navigating within the information space using the tag clouds, users collect information related to a tag. On the one hand, they learn tags used by others and, as a consequence, how others classify their resources. On the other hand, tags show new interconnections between concepts for users. This can lead to the incorporation of the concepts of the community and to the modification of the individual cognitive structures of users.

• **Assimilation**: by discovering and using new tags (and the associated concepts) that are in agreement with their knowledge, users can widen their knowledge but do not develop new, different concepts.

• **Accommodation**: users can question and modify their cognitive concepts by learning that their associations on a specific domain are rather different, inadequate, or even false. This can happen when users realise that other users use tags that are very different from theirs, which implies that specific resources or tags can be bound to very different concepts.

Based on the framework detailed above, we identified several concepts related to social tagging:

• A tag: an external representation of a cognitive concept in a domain.

• A tag-document relationship: a representation of an explicit conceptual relationship between a document and a cognitive concept.

• An individual folksonomy: a simplified external representation of learners’ cognitive concepts in a domain.

• A group folksonomy: a shared external knowledge structure of the group related to a domain.

The design of TaCS is based on this theoretical framework and its functionalities aim to enhance the learning processes described above.
3 TaCS: A tag-based collaborative system for learning

In this section, we describe the Tag-based Collaborative System (TaCS) (Lavoué, 2011a; Lavoué, 2011b) we have developed to implement the theoretical framework described in section 2.3. TaCS is based on the content management system Joomla1. We integrated existing components that we modified and we also developed a specific component to offer the functionalities related to tags.

TaCS is meant to support the collaborative activity of information seeking for learners involved in a common course to learn the concepts of a same domain. Three types of actors are supported on TaCS: the individual learner, the group who carries out collaborative activities and the class composed of all the learners who use TaCS in a course. A virtual space is offered to each actor with its own functionalities.

3.1 Individual learning on TaCS

3.1.1 Creation of documents and tags

Learners can create and manage their own documents and tags from their personal space on TaCS (see Fig. 1). A document is a text with several associated information: its title, its reference (the file or the link of the Web page where the contents were extracted), and its assigned tags. Tags are keywords created by a user when s/he creates or edit a document on TaCS. A learner can assign as many tags as s/he wants to his/her documents to identify its main concepts or ideas. S/he has to assign at least one tag.

Figure 1. Creation of a document and its assigning tags

According to the learning processes described in section 2.3, we consider that the association of a tag with a document represents an explicit conceptual relationship: the learner uses the tag for example to describe and/or to summarise the document. According to the externalisation process, we think that the difficulty in assigning tags to documents can bring learners to question the relevance of the document with regard to the domain studied. According to Bateman et al. (2007), referring to the Bloom's Taxonomy of Learning (Bloom, 1979), “learners who use tags show evidence of moving up the hierarchy from the lower “consumption”- based levels of learning (knowledge and comprehension) to higher levels of applied and metacognitive knowledge (application and analysis).” So, we expect learners to think about the documents, to understand their content and to apply their synthesis skills by identifying keywords (tags) that summarise the main ideas and concepts of the document.

3.1.2 Visualisation of individual tag clouds

A learner’s folksonomy is automatically composed of all the tags that s/he has created. The folksonomy is represented on the shape of a tag cloud. For each tag, the number of times it has been used is indicated (the same tag can be associated with several documents). The more a tag is used, the bigger its size and its font weight are in the tag cloud (see Fig. 2). These individual tag clouds can be considered as simplified representations of the cognitive concepts of learners related to a subject. By giving

1 http://www.joomla.org/
learners the possibility to visualise their own tag clouds, we aim at bringing them having a **reflexive approach** and to question their appreciation of the domain under study. For example, based on the shape of tag clouds, they can detect a gap between the approach they think they have and the external representation of their cognitive concepts in the domain.

On a same interface on TaCS (see Fig. 2), learners can see the cloud of the tags they currently use to describe documents, the cloud of the tags they used to describe documents but they have deleted (deletion of a tag does not imply deletion of the associated document) and the cloud of the tags they used to navigate on the platform. This distinction is based on the recommendations of Glahn, Specht and Koper (2008) who emphasise the importance for reflection support to consider and distinguish implicit information and explicit information in tags, as they relate to different types of user actions and user interests. For the design of TaCS, we considered that the implicit information (deleted tags and tags used to navigate) reflects for learners an image of their actions: they can come to realise, for example, that they often use a tag to navigate while they never used it to describe a document. The cloud of deleted tags is a “memory of the tags” as learners can discover that they use a tag they have already deleted several times.

**Figure 2.** Tag clouds of a learner on TaCS (implicit and explicit information)

### 3.2 Social learning on TaCS

#### 3.2.1 Comparison of the individual and collective tag clouds

The TaCS platform aimed at supporting collaborative activities carried out by groups of learners, more specifically the search for information related to a domain. The platform can gather hundreds of learners involved in the same course (an example is given in section 4). All learners registered on TaCS are called “The class”. In a collective activity, the tag cloud of a group is automatically composed of all tags created by members of this group. The tag cloud of the class is composed of all tags created on TaCS by all users. In these two levels of tag cloud, the frequency of occurrence of each tag depends on its frequency in each individual folksonomy.

The learners can visualise the tag cloud of their group on the “Group space” and the tag cloud of all the learners on the “Class space” (see Fig. 1). According to the **assimilation process** defined for a social context, by discovering and using new tags (and the associated concepts) in the collective tag clouds, we think that learners can widen their knowledge about a domain. To facilitate the assimilation process, the TaCS platform offers several functionalities to visually compare the individual and collective tag clouds of learners (name and degree of use of tags):

- A visual comparison on a same interface of the individual learners’ tag cloud with the tag cloud of their group (see Fig. 3).
- A visual comparison on a same interface of the tag cloud of their group with the global tag cloud of the class (all the learners).

According to Bateman et al. (2007), “reviewing of tags (i.e. comparing tags used by a community of taggers) would potentially facilitate the move to the highest levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning (synthesis and evaluation)”. We consider an individual
Author

tag cloud to be an external representation of the learners’ cognitive concepts and a collective tag cloud to represent the shared external knowledge structure of the group. By allowing learners to compare “at a glance” these two representations, we aim to enhance the assimilation of new concepts, and therefore to bring learners to create and/or delete documents and/or tags.

Figure 3. Comparison on TaCS of the tag cloud of a student and the tag cloud of his/her group

3.2.2 Visualisation of tag-documents and tag-users relationships

We agree with Chen et al. (2010), who state that tags can facilitate the development of a learning community by building a collective identity among users. When clicking on a document or a tag, learners have access to its details (see Fig. 4). The details are:

- For a tag: learners that have used it, associated documents and their definition. These definitions can be created collaboratively by all the members of a group in a contextual forum (see section 3.3).
- For a document: its title, its date of creation, its text, its references and the assigned tags.

Figure 4. Details of tags and documents: document-tags, tag-documents and tag-users relationships

A study conducted by Nelson et al. (2009) suggests that expertise delivered through social annotation mechanisms (users have access to others’ annotations) is helpful to users in learning unfamiliar domains. In agreement with Glahn et al. (2008), we think that implicit relationships can be useful for social learning processes, especially internalisation and accommodation processes. According to the accommodation process, we think that the visualisation of explicit tag-document relationships (tags assigned to document, documents associated with a tag by learners in the same group) can bring learners to question their own conceptual relationships and, possibly, to modify them. Furthermore, according to the internalisation process, by collecting information on a tag, learners can discover new interconnections between concepts and therefore incorporate the concepts of the community and modify their individual cognitive structure. These learning processes can lead to the creation of documents bound to a tag and/or to the association of new tags to a document.

3.3 Collaborative learning on TaCS

In addition to the social learning processes supported by TaCS and described in previous sections, we think that tags could also enhance negotiation and criticism skills in the context of collaborative activities. TaCS works according to the following principle: the set of documents of a learning group is composed of all the documents proposed by the members individually, and the tag cloud of a group is composed of all the individual folksonomies of learners as well. Only their author can delete documents and tags and add tags to a document. So learners of a group have to share their expertise on the domain and to negotiate to reach agreement.

To support exchanges, a contextual forum is linked to each tag. The learning groups also have a dedicated forum, used for example to discuss their documents. By participating on a forum, learners from a group are able to criticise the contributions of
other learners and to negotiate in order to reach agreement about the tag cloud of the

As there is no automatic deletion of tags, users also have to discuss synonymy and

The forum is also meant for a specific collaborative activity: creation of a common
definition of a tag by all members of a learning group (see section 4.1). This

The results tend to validate the implementation of the theoretical framework of Kimmerle et al. (2010), and the value of TaCS as an educational platform.

This section is dedicated to the report of a case study of the integration of TaCS in a
course, aimed at bringing practical experience to practitioners who would like to use

This section is dedicated to the report of a case study of the integration of TaCS in a
course, aimed at bringing practical experience to practitioners who would like to use

The students had access to the TaCS functionalities according to five
phases to carry out individual and collaborative activities. Each phase, described
below, lasted a week.

Phase 1: Individual creation of documents and tags

At first, the students were asked to search individually for interesting documents
related to the case study and to assign tags to them (at least one). The texts of the
documents were extracted from any online resources. The students themselves created the
tags. Learners had access to their individual space to manage their documents and to
visualise their own tag clouds.

Phase 2: Comparison of the individual tag clouds and the learning group’s tag
clouds

During this individual activity, the learners had access to the tags created by other
members of their group. We encouraged learners to compare their tags with the tags of
their group, to modify their own tags and/or to search for new documents.

Phase 3: Document sharing and negotiation within the learning group
The students had access to all the documents of their group on the group space. They were able to discuss the documents through the group forum. We asked learners to keep only the documents they estimated relevant to the case study.

- **Phase 4: Tag sharing and negotiation within the learning group**
  Learners were asked to create a common tag cloud for their group, describing in the best possible way its approach to the case study. For that purpose, the group had to agree on the tags through discussion on the contextual forums associated with the tags. Furthermore, learners had to reach a common definition for every tag of the group. We expected learners to define and discuss the meaning of the tags. Learners could see for each tag the learners that had used it and its associated documents.

- **Phase 5: Comparison of the learning group’s tag clouds and the tag clouds of all learners**
  Finally, students had access to the tag clouds of the class, automatically generated from individual tags, to compare it with the tag clouds of their learning group. Each group could modify its documents and assigned tags. After having agreed on a final set of documents, students were asked to agree on a final tag cloud for their group, which represents the shared external knowledge structure of the group related to the case study.

### 4.2 The observed students’ uses and opinions of TaCS

We summarise in this section (1) the main observed students’ uses of TaCS during the scenario and (2) the learners’ opinions and explanations regarding the used or unused functionalities and the learning processes they think they applied. The data were collected through the analysis of use tracks and a questionnaire composed of 47 questions filled anonymously and freely at the end of the course. The results are reported according to the learning processes described in section 3.

We specify that 13 learners filled in the questionnaire. We identify several explanations for the 4 students who did not fill in it. Mainly, some students did not take the time to answer the questionnaire, which was distributed at the end of the course. Moreover, although the questionnaire was anonymous, we think that some students were afraid that their responses have an influence on their final grade for the course. As the questionnaire was anonymous, we cannot analyse the use of TaCS by the students who did not fill in it. We therefore cannot conclude on the influence of non-filled in questionnaires on the results presented in this section.

#### 4.2.1 General results

We observed that learners created 201 documents, with an average of 12 documents per learner. A considerable proportion of the created documents was deleted at the end of the scenario (61 of the 201 documents created; the 4 groups deleted respectively 30.6%, 70.4 %, 73.5 % and 11.6 % of its documents).

Learners created 354 different tags and 969 tag-document relationships (tags assigned to documents), with an average of 32 distinct tags per student (the same tag can be used by several students) and approximately 5 tags (precisely 4.8) per document. The students revised their tags during the study: 251 of the 354 created tags were deleted at the end of the scenario. On average, learners deleted 19 tags. 407 of the 969 created relationships were deleted at the end of the scenario.
All the final tags and documents were considered relevant for the case study by the teacher who assessed the learners individually and by group at the end of the course. The final assessment of the students was therefore based both on the number of tags and documents created by the students and on their participation in the forums to define the tags.

### 4.2.2 Individual learning

The individual phase 1 of the scenario was meant to enhance reflection activities during creation of documents and their associated tags according to an externalisation process (see section 3.1). This is confirmed by the fact that much of the learners thought that assigning tags to documents helped in understanding the documents themselves (8 yes, 4 no and 1 nonresponse). The observed uses strengthen this result, since we notice that almost all documents were created and deleted during the first phase (see Fig. 5): the students created 180 documents (among the 201 final documents) and deleted 57 documents (among the 61 deleted documents during the study). We also observed that the majority of the tags (respectively 65.0%, 76.3%, 79.6%, and 86.5%) and relationships (respectively 57.9%, 76.4%, 67.4%, and 74.0%) were created during the first phase. Furthermore, the majority of the students thought that their final tag cloud reflected adequately the main ideas and concepts of their documents and of their own approach to the case study (see Table 1). Indeed, it seems quite natural that users created and deleted a considerable proportion of the tags and documents in the first phase of the study due to the scenario itself.

### 4.2.3 Social learning

Social learning (see section 3.2) was expected to occur during phase 2, through visual comparison of the individual tags and the tag clouds of the learning group, and during the phase 5, through visual comparison of the tag clouds of the learning group and that of all users. During phase 2, the learners also had access to the details of the tags and documents and so could learn tag-document and tag-user relationships.

Regarding phase 2 (see Fig. 5), the students thought that the comparison of their own tags with those of their group mainly allowed them to have a view of the others’ work and led them to question themselves and to make their tags evolve (see Table 2). Another point that confirms this tendency is that students also thought that they made their tags evolve mainly for two reasons (see Table 3): after comparison with the tags of the members of their group and through a collective decision of the group (this second point is discussed in section 4.2.4). These results are strengthened by the fact that a significant proportion of the tags and tag-document relationships was created during phase 2.
Table 2. Response of the students on the perceived effect of the comparison of their own tags with those of their group (1: low effect; 4: high effect)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It allows them to have a view of the others’ work</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>46.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It led them to question themselves</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They were surprised</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It led them to make their tags evolve</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It led them to make their documents evolve</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Reasons why the respondents questioned and made their own tags evolve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After comparing with the tags of the members of their group</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After better understanding the case study</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>76.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After reading new documents</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>76.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After visualising the tags of the other groups</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By choice of the group (collective decision)</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the phase 5 (see Fig. 5), few students reported to have made their tags evolve after visualising the tags of the class (all the learners) (see Table 3). Furthermore, respondents answered that they had looked at the tags proposed by other groups (9 yes, 3 no, 1 nonresponse) but that it had not significantly influenced them (2 yes, 6 no and 5 nonresponses). Few students looked at the documents proposed by other groups (4 yes, 8 no and 1 nonresponse) and for those who looked at them, this did not influence them. These results are strengthened by the fact that only two groups (among the 4 groups involved) made their tags evolve during phase 5 (they deleted tags) and this evolution was rather limited. This result may be due to the educational scenario itself, which could have affected the learners’ behavior. As they could discuss the documents and tags of their group during phases 3 and 4 in order to reach an agreement, they may not have wanted to discuss again after visualising the tag clouds of the class. Maybe the results would have been different if learners had had access to the tags of all the learners of the class before discussing collaboratively the tags and documents of their learning group.

4.2.4 Collaborative learning

Collaborative learning was expected during the collaborative activities of phases 3 and 4, especially through discussions within the learning group on its forum (phase 3) and on the contextual forums associated with the tags to be defined (phase 4).

As a general result for these two phases, the students thought that they applied the following collaborative skills: criticism of the other members’ submissions (documents and tags) (11 yes, 1 no and 1 nonresponse); negotiation of tags (10 yes, 1 no and 2 nonresponses), negotiation of the definition of tags (10 yes and 3 no) and documents (11 yes, 1 no and 1 nonresponse). Furthermore, the students were satisfied with the coherence of the tag cloud and of the set of documents of their group, as well as with the image of their approach of the case study they reflected (see Table 4), although the number of tags and relationships deleted by each one is rather high (62% of the distinct tags and 42% of the tag-document relationships).
Table 4. Response of the students on their satisfaction with the following statements: (1: low satisfaction; 4: high satisfaction)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>nonresponses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The tag cloud of their group reflects their own approach of the case study</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tag cloud of their group is coherent</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tag cloud of their group reflects its approach of the case study</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The set of documents of their group is coherent</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The set of documents of their group reflects its approach of the case study</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, we expected that students would revise their documents during the collaborative phases and it is surprising to observe that the comparison of their documents with those of their group had no influence on the evolution of the documents (creation or deletion). Phase 3 also had little influence on the creation and the deletion of tags and their relationships to documents (see Fig. 5). So we conclude that the documents alone are not sufficient resources to enhance collaborative learning processes.

A significant part of the tags and their relationships to documents was created during the collaborative phase 4 (see Fig. 5), during which learners had access to the tag clouds of their group in addition to its documents. We observed that most of tags (respectively 74.0%, 81.5%, 68.0% and 97.3% of the whole deleted tags) and tag-document relationships (respectively 74.0%, 84.6%, 61.6% and 97.7% of the whole deleted relationships) have also been deleted during the phase 4. According to the design of TaCS, only the creator of a document can associate it with a tag. So we deduce that the negotiation within the group led students to modify their tags and tag-document relationships. This point is strengthened by the answers of the students in table 3, which show that they made their tags evolve mainly by a collective decision of the group on the associated contextual forums. However, this interpretation has limits: the assignment included reaching a common definition of every tag; this perhaps led to a desire to delete tags in phase 4. Among the 103 final tags, 89 tags have been defined, all during the phase 4.

Regarding the use of the forums, 16 students wrote 274 messages on the contextual forums associated with tags, whereas 10 students wrote only 36 messages on the forums of the group during the study. These results highlight the relevance of contextual forums associated with tags, for example to negotiate their meaning. A possible improvement would be to associate a forum with each document, as provided for tags, to enhance the discussions on documents.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we describe the web-based learning platform TaCS, which is designed to support several learning processes involved in a social tagging process. Our platform is a first attempt at implementing a recent theoretical framework specific to social tagging that defines learning and knowledge building as a co-evolution of cognitive and social systems. We distinguish three types of learning processes:
• Individual learning (1) by an externalisation process when users create tags and associate them with documents and (2) by a reflexive process when learners visualise their own tag clouds.

• Social learning (1) by an assimilation process when users visually compare their own tag clouds with the collective tag clouds of their group or the class and (2) by accommodation and internalisation processes when users discover tag-document and tag-user relationships.

• Collaborative learning when learners negotiate within their learning group by using the forums (1) to reach agreement on the set of documents and the tag clouds of the group and (2) to define a common definition of tags.

We then reported on an example of educational scenario carried out by using the TaCS platform, which illustrated its usability and validated the implementation of the theoretical framework. We showed that the observed uses are consistent with the expected uses. Furthermore, the opinions expressed by students are in agreement with the expected learning processes. These first results are positive and show the interest of TaCS as an educational platform. However, the case study reported in this paper is an exploratory study that cannot allow us to make conclusions on the precise effects of using TaCS on learning. We are currently considering a number of studies with more students to experimentally validate our approach and more precisely to study the effect of using each of the functionalities on specific learning processes.

This first study allowed us to identified two possible improvements in a short-term: a better integration of the class (the community of learners) in the educational scenario and the association of contextual forums with the documents to improve the negotiation of documents within the learning groups. More generally, the TaCS platform offers new opportunities for educational activities, not only for learners but also for teachers. For instance, we think that the learners’ tag clouds can be used as indicators to reflect the learners’ acquisition of the concepts of a domain and the learning processes they applied. We will develop monitoring functionalities based on tag clouds to help teachers to monitor learners’ activities and evaluate them (individually and collectively). Tags will also be used as metadata on learners to help teachers to personalise the learning activities.
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